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Redheads are a truly fascinating breed. Being a redhead is more than just a hair color -- it's a way

of life. It's a calling card. It's... well, you'll have to buy this book if you want to find out more. THE

REDHEAD HANDBOOK will help you navigate through all areas of redhead life, including:Where

redheads originally came fromFamous redheads in historyWhich celebrity redheads are real......and

which are faking itThe genetics of red hairFashion and makeup tipsThe biggest myths about

redheadsAnd lots of interesting redhead factsEver wondered what makes redheads so special?

THE REDHEAD HANDBOOK answers this question and many more. For redheads and fans of

redheads alike, this book will satisfy your endless curiosity about red hair. Put simply, "The

Redhead Handbook" is the definitive guide to everything red.
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CORT CASS is originally from Pittsburgh, where he is the only redhead in his family. He graduated

in June 2003 from Harvard, where he majored in Psychology and petitioned, (unsuccessfully) for a

Redhead Studies program. Though he can be feisty at times, he is pretty laid-back for the most part.

Just don't ask him if he's Irish.

Sure, this book is a little low on substantial facts, but it's a pleasant experience to read another

ginger's perspective on our condition. I found it to be a perfectly pleasant afternoon read, and if

found at the right price, it's a worthwhile way to spend a few bucks and a few hours.



Very cute! A fun read! I would reccomend this book to any redhead or redhead lover. Maybe buy it

as a gift for a teenage redhead.

My mother bought me a copy and I sent one to my red-headed niece. We are all enjoying the book!

I loved all the facts and history about redheads in this little book. We're a unique breed and there

seems to be more myth than fact usually surrounding redheads so it's refreshing to read some

positive info.

Quick and funny book for redheads and their loved ones.This is a quick guide to understand how a

redhead feels and thinks, and how the world sees us.I got it as a gift long ago... and I have been

giving it out as a gift, to every redhead I come close with.

Bought this for my niece for her birthday. She loved it.

Given as gits

If author Cort Cass hadn't made a serious goof in his attempts at fact-finding, I'd have given his

book five stars.On page 14, discussing Darwin and claiming that his discoveries on selection

couldn't account for redheads, Cass claims that "what Darwin failed to realize is that a trait could be

selected and passed on purely because the opposite sex found it desirable ... the sexual selection

theory." (Cort Cass goes on to give the standard example of sexual selection: the peacock's tail.)In

fact, Darwin definitely realized that sexual selection exists alongside natural selection: in fact, he

came up with the idea (which people of his era found at least as shocking as the idea of natural

selection). One of Darwin's best-known books -- THE DESCENT OF MAN -- in fact focuses

precisely on this whole topic of sexual selection which Cort Cass imagines that Darwin "failed to

realize." (THE DESCENT OF MAN's full title: THE DESCENT OF MAN AND SELECTION IN

RELATION TO SEX) Darwin even gives and discusses at length (among many other examples of

sexual selection) the very same example which Cort Cass has picked as an example of what

Darwin allegedly never realized: the peacock's tail.I had wanted to give this book as a present to my

redheaded husband, but he knows enough about the history of biology that he would laugh at me if I

did.
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